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“act recklessly.”
Lin Ziming shook his head, and then he directly squeezed the killer leader’s
neck.
He has already got the answer he wants from the killer leader, and there is
no need to stay alive.
But his face also sank.
The last words of the killer boss made him feel a little bit tricky.
The other party claimed to be the Sacred Religion, which was an overseas
branch of the Sun Moon God Sect. I didn’t think he had a relationship with
this Sun Moon God Sect, and met him twice.
Soon, he brought back the body of the killer leader directly, threw it in front
of Prince William, and said indifferently: “Call the royal family and let them
handle the scene.”
After speaking, he was ready to leave.
He has finished the matter, and there is no need to continue to stay.
Prince William was taken aback by his sudden appearance. Looking at the
corpse all over the floor, he only felt very scared and panicked. Looking at
Lin Ziming, he no longer had the initial contempt and disdain. Up. Instead,
it became intense fear and awe.
There is no way, the strength that Lin Ziming has shown just now is too
terrifying, these fierce killers actually died in Lin Ziming’s hands.
For Alice, the shock in her heart was even greater. She had never seen a man
as powerful as Lin Ziming before and saved her name.
If it hadn’t been Lin Ziming’s rescue just now, then she had already been
kidnapped and taken away. As for what kind of fate she would end up with,
it was self-evident.
Now that Lin Ziming was about to leave, she called out nervously, “Wait a
minute!”
Lin Ziming turned around, looked at Alice, and said, “Is there anything
else?”
Alice faced Lin Ziming’s gaze, she only felt that her whole person had been
sucked in, and her heartbeat could not help but speed up a lot.
There is actually a feeling of being in love at first.
Let her face become ruddy suddenly, her lips moved, and finally she
mustered up the courage to say: “Lin, thank you very much, you just saved
my life.”
Lin Ziming smiled, waved his hand, and said in an easygoing manner: “You
are welcome, this is the fate between us.”
Fate…
Alice is half of the Chinese descent, so she is full of beautiful yearning for
the two words fate. For women, fate is a very wonderful thing.
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Especially for a character like Alice, fate is equivalent to marriage in her
mind.
Because she was married to Prince William when she was very young, she
was very resistant to marriage. Deep down in her heart, she has been hoping
that a white horse will appear in her life. Prince, come and take her away,
save her marriage, her life!
This will be a very romantic thing.
And now, Lin Ziming perfectly echoed her imagination of Prince Charming.
“Lin, where are you going?”
She once again plucked up the courage to ask.
Lin Ziming smiled faintly: “I still have something to deal with, so I can’t be
with you. Goodbye.”
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